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What 
Spa Jelita

 
Where 
150 Changi Road 

#01-02 Guthrie 
Building 

 
Who	 	
arabian princesses

hoW			 	
MaKe aN 
appoiNtMeNt  
@ 6345 4565 /  
iNfo@SpaJelita.CoM

if your iconic idol is the almost-celestial Cleopetra, 
we have just the thing to quell those arabian 
fantasies of yours. Get on board your magic carpet 
and fly over to Spa Jelita, a place we would like to 
dub as Singapore’s very own oasis. this ladies-only 
spa draws you in with palm trees, lush carpets and 
desert-like serenity. 

Known for their aromatic teas and sweet dates, we 
find that the secret to the generous hospitality of 
the Middle easterners’ goes beyond that- it lies in 
the most miniscule of details. Spa Director, Shirin 
Bagharib would have you know that “absolutely no 
expense was spared” in putting together the spa’s 
aesthetics. and judging by intricate Moroccan mosaic 
tiles embellishing the spa’s wet room which includes 
a hydrotherapy, steam and sauna to complete your 
arabic hamam experience, it’s arabesque footstools 
and exotic accoutrements, there is no denying that. 

traipse into the reddish glow of dim lights under 
the horseshoe arches and dome-like door frames 
(trademarks of arabic architecture). our arabic 
journey starts with a welcome drink in Spa Jelita’s 
majlis, (a cosy room where consultation takes place) 
next to its hand and feet ritual parlour. the entire 
space of 3500 sq ft is shared by 3 facial rooms, 7 
body treatment rooms and 1 prayer room to boot!  

Who needs the smothering heat of the sun or dusty 
sand dunes to get your arabian-theme party started? 
at Spa Jelita, all you need to do is lay back into 
luxurious futons under the canopy of dreamy drapes 
as you immerse in the spa’s signature treatments 
such as its “Cleopatra Royal Ritual” or “arabian Spa 
Retreat”. Specialized hair care for your tresses and 
scalp are also available to complete your experience. 
additionally, bride-to-bes can check out their bridal 
packages to calm those wedding jitters.

forget about chancing upon genies in magic lamps 
to grant your every wish. at Spa Jelita, there is a 
more realistic alternative to getting what your heart 
desires. Belly dancers not included. 
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